Arizona Profiles is a new series of dashboards in UAccess Analytics designed to broaden data accessibility for campus users and enhance the way Senior Leadership interacts with university data. This new tool is a key deliverable of the University of Arizona’s Strategic Plan, Data Warehouse Initiative 5.2A3.

Arizona Profiles helps campus decision makers easily find totals and trends in workforce, faculty, demographics, students, financials, and more.

User-Friendly Design
- View key metrics on one screen
- Filter by college or department
- View data in tables or graphs
- Save time by visiting less dashboards
- Get university-level data in seconds by clearing the profile filters.

Multiple Levels of Data to Explore
The information presented on Arizona Profiles links to other reports and dashboards, giving you a high-level view of the major data points for your inquiry. From there, you can click on the links in the panels to visit the source information and go deeper to answer more specific questions.

Access
The roles you’ve been assigned in UAccess Analytics determine which Arizona Profiles you will have access to. Find descriptions of each profile and the provisioning level needed to access them on the next page.

Nine Summarized Data Profiles
- College/Department Profile
- Faculty Profile
- Finance Profile
- Sponsored Research Profile
- Student Headcount Profile
- Academic Plans Profile
- Retention Profile
- Graduation Profile
- Workforce Profile

Location

UAccess > Analytics > Dashboards > Arizona Profiles
ARIZONA PROFILES
Your Gateway to University Data in UAccess Analytics

Additional Information
Each Arizona Profile pulls together information from various related subject areas onto one convenient set of dashboards. These dashboards display tiles, tables, and visualizations for you to explore data on an institutional, department, or college level. Below are brief descriptions of each profile and the necessary access provisioning.

COLLEGE/DEPARTMENT PROFILE
Summary data at the college or department level, focusing specifically on workforce, finances, space, faculty, RCM SCH, students, proposals, sponsored awards, and F&A. Each section on this profile links to another one of the Arizona Profiles for additional details.

Analytics Role:
BI_INTEGRATEDANALYTICS*
(Referred to as Integrated Analytics in APT)

FACULTY PROFILE
Data focusing on the number of faculty in a college or department, broken out by track/contract status, academic rank/position, age range, sex, IPEDS race/ethnicity, total student credit hours, sponsored award activity, and scholarly activity.

Analytics Role:
BI_HR_MED
(Referred to as HR-Medium in APT)

FINANCE PROFILE
Essential financial information including current income, expenses, and fund balance along with a longitudinal look at these metrics as well as local tuition and fees, and total expenses by consolidation group.

Analytics Role:
BI_FS_MED
(Referred to as Base Access in APT)

SPONSORED RESEARCH PROFILE
Data for current sponsored awards with activity broken out by sponsor, award, and activity type. This profile also includes award expenditures, number of employees with sponsored funding, and metrics relating to proposals submitted during a range of fiscal years.

Analytics Role:
BI_RA_MED
(Referred to as Research-Medium in APT)

STUDENT HEADCOUNT PROFILE
Counts a student once in their primary plan, as a unique student count, and breaks these counts out by academic career, academic level, program campus, residency, sex, and IPEDS race/ethnicity for both graduates and undergraduates.

Analytics Role:
BI_SA_MED
(Referred to as Student-Medium in APT)

ACADEMIC PLANS PROFILE
This profile counts a student once in each of their plans (excluding minors) - not unique student counts - broken out by academic career, academic level, program campus, residency, sex and IPEDS race/ethnicity for both graduates and undergraduates.

Analytics Role:
BI_SA_MED
(Referred to as Student-Medium in APT)

RETENTION PROFILE
Retention rates for all first-time, full-time undergraduates in academic plans owned by a college/department, as well as official overall university retention rates. Breakouts available by program campus, first generation, Pell recipients, residency, sex, and IPEDS Race/Ethnicity.

Analytics Role:
BI_SA_MED
(Referred to as Student-Medium in APT)

GRADUATION PROFILE
Six-year graduation rates for first-time, full-time undergraduates in academic plans owned by a college/department, as well as the official overall six-year university rate for comparison. Additional breakouts available by program campus, first generation, Pell recipients, residency, sex and IPEDS Race/Ethnicity.

Analytics Role:
BI_SA_MED
(Referred to as Student-Medium in APT)

WORKFORCE PROFILE
Focuses on the workforce for a particular college/department, including employee headcounts and job FTE. Further breakouts available by ABOR group classifications, benefits eligibility, sex and IPEDS race/ethnicity, as well as a count of hires and separations during specified fiscal years.

Analytics Role:
BI_HR_MED
(Referred to as HR-Medium in APT)

*The Integrated Analytics role is automatically assigned once users have been provisioned for each of the five following roles: Financials-Medium, HR-Medium, Research-Medium, Student-Medium and Space-Medium.

- APT= Access Provisioning Tool
- View your level of access at UAccess > Analytics < My Roles